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Dear All, 

 

Apologies again for having had to cancel the scheduled meeting in January. 

 

Back now in the land of the living, I organised an extra meeting yesterday so that we could still discuss 

Swallowing Grandma. 

 

Swallowing Grandma is a gritty, funny modern fairy tale based ( we thought) on Little red riding hood. 

Dogman is perhaps the wolf and the granddaughter Kat is caring for her sick grandmother. But being a 

contemporary story we have a teenage pregnancy, bulimia,and anexoria mixed into the tale. The setting 

is far from a wood but in Bank Top, a small village between Bolton and Wigan in Lancashire. The Road to 

Wigan Pier by George Orwell has put Wigan on the literary map but it is regarded as the back of beyond 

by most Brits. I would guarantee that the majority of Brits wouldn't have a clue as to its location. There is 

still a strong divide between the North and South of England and those living "south of Watford" would be 

hardpressed to place either Wigan or Bolton on the map. 

 

Kate Long grew up in Lancashire and may have drawn on her own experiences as an adolescent in 

creating Kat. Kat is eighteen and desperate to be less fat, less of a swot and to have cooler friends.She has 

been abandoned by her mother who was a schoolgirl when she was born. Her father Roger, also a 

schoolboy at the time of her birth, has been killed in a car crash and Kat is brought up by her 

grandmother Pol. Pol is not the stereotypical kind and adoring grandmother. And Kat is not indulged by 

her. 

 

Poor Kat is forced to wear hideously old fashioned clothes from charity shops and to economise on 

everything. Pol is from the war generation of making do and still thinks in terms of rationing. She tells 

tales of having to make three square meals a day out of potato peelings and thin air. She's cooked with 

blackcurrant leaves, onion skins, dandelions and nettles; she knows a recipe for fatless pastry, can bottle 

fruit without sugar and scramble one egg to feed two people. 

 

"What's for tea?" the infant Poll used to ask her mother. 

 

"Three jumps at t'cupboard an' a bite at t'knob" Florence would reply, flicking through her Ministry of 

Food leaflets.  

 

For supper Kat most often has to eat condensed milk sandwiches- so it is not surprising that she is fat- 

especially as she spends most of her time" sitting on her bum and reading." 

 

The novel is written from the perspective of the eighteen year old Kat and the style reflects this. Kate 

Long captures Kat's adolescent angst and low self esteem very well. The language is immature and at 

first can seem poorly written, until one realises that she is deliberately telling us the story as though 

written by a teenage girl. The contrast with the more mature writing of her mother confirms this. At the 

end of each chapter we are introduced to the reflections of a mystery character. It is some time before we 

make the connections with Kat's past. We agreed that Kate Long built up the two strands of the plot in an 

intriguing way. 

 

As we begin to understand who the mysterious woman is, we see the similarities between mother and 

daughter. Both have low self esteem, eating disorders, and find solace in reading and libraries.   Both 

are easily charmed. Kat's mother by the charismatic  Roger- who is gradually shown to be selfish and 

arrogant and totally spoilt by his mother. And Kat is drawn to the enigmatic but equally attractive 

Callum- who turns out to be Roger's son by another girl. 



 

Kat's dilemma is whether she can be brave enough to break free from her grandmother to take up her 

place at Oxford university. Pol is manipulative and determined to keep Kat at home. Meantime, she 

receives a mysterious parcel of fashionable, beautiful clothes for her birthday. As she gets the courage to 

wear them so her confidence grows. But where have they come from? 

 

We don't find out until later . But her mother reappears in her life just when she needs support- with her 

mother's encouragement she goes to Oxford. The girl from the back of beyond makes it to the ivory towers 

-the very stuff of fairy tales- and has had to metaphorically swallow her grandma to get there. 

 

Yes, an entertaining read, we agreed. Funny and deeper than we expected. And perceptive of adolescent 

problems and feelings. Rather dark at times, particularly the portrayal of the grandmother, but we only 

see her through the eyes of Kat and her son's girlfriend- whom Pol  blames for her son's death. Dogman 

is a murky character lurking in the background- spying on Kat when she is undressing and trying to kiss 

her and touch her up. It seemed as though sexual abuse was going to feature as another theme but it is 

just hinted at as a possibility.The male characters are rather negative- Kat is devoid of good male role 

models. 

 

Some of the humour is quite sexual.. Kat has been flashed at  a few times and has had just a glimpse of 

"slack pink danglies". Kat's curiosity about penises is fuelled by a boy at school referring to  "meat and 

two veg" Had she misheard testicles- perhaps it was tentacles and there was a whole bunch of wobbly bits 

bunched together like a squid. Then the diagrams in her secondary school biology textbook clarify the two 

veg part- sort of. To quote Kat " even at eighteen, I still wasn't sure whether the balls were arranged in 

separate little sacs or one squashy cushion." 

 

Then the truth dawns on Kat that every man has one. With her X-ray imagination she can see her teacher 

Mr Walker's penis flopping about and her imagination is working overtime each time she bumps into a 

man she knows- eg  Mr Rowland the vicar  and Mr Porter at the newsagent's. We all confessed that we 

have had similar moments ourselves and certainly when we were teenagers. 

 

The Northern dialect was challenging sometimes and we had difficulty in imagining the accents of the 

characters. But we could all identify with the pain and humiliation of adolescence. We asked how could 

Kat's mother have abandoned her? We felt sympathy for her because she obviously suffered from severe 

depression and anorexia and she was so young and unable to cope with a baby. She redeems herself by 

keeping her distance and then offering help when Kat most needs it. 

 

Pol has become an embittered nasty old woman- belligerent and bullying. Surely no-one could be as bad 

as she is made out to be? Was that Kat's frustration at her life being unfairly put at her grandmother's 

door? We thought that Pol's character may have been exaggerated but not entirely. Her meanness is clear. 

When Kat has left for Oxford, Pol suddenly finds lots of money and buys herself a new house. All the 

scrimping and saving had not been necessary- Kat had not had to make do with charity shop clothes. Pol 

could easily have afforded to buy her some new ones. 

 

Pol's old wives tales were amusing. Kat is told washing her hair while she had a period would send her 

mad and if she slept with a potato in her bed she would prevent cramp! We discussed our own heritage of 

superstitions eg Russians believe that you must sit down for a couple of minutes before leaving on a 

journey and it is bad luck not to say goodbye to your house. 

 

The left hand symbolized the power to shame society, and was used as a metaphor for misfortune, natural 

evil or punishment from the gods.The devil sits on the left shoulder and that is why when we spill salt we 

throw it over our left shoulder to get rid of the devil. Kat is taught that darning socks while you are 

wearing them is very unlucky. She is suffocated by Pol's old fashioned notions. And she is tainted as a 



witch at school by association with Pol. 

 

Kate Long doesn't solve everything and wrap up the ending with a perfect reunion betwen mother and 

daughter. Yet there is a sense of hope for the future and we witness Kat beginning  to find her own 

identity in Oxford away from the restrictions of her upbringing. Most importantly, we are inspired by the 

value of reading - "There's no drug like a book. If I couldn't read- I'd die." Mother and daughter have 

found reading a powerful tool for survival. And that's a fine message with which to close. 

 

In the meantime, good reading 

 

All the best 

 

Jan 

 

 

 

 


